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Gaddafi forces advance
Libyan loyalists take Brega and
set their sights on Benghazi. A8
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that reaches beyond Libya. A19
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Some ‘Bachelor’ love
On the day of the series’ 15th
finale, a look back at the not-so-
happily-ever-after outcomes. C9
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Outspoken, and out
The State Department’s
spokesman resigns for
criticizing the treatment of a
soldier held over leaks. A3
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8 straight for Capitals
Washington extends its winning
streak by beating the
Blackhawks, 4-3. D1
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A new look for
our Web site
Today we’re excited to share some
changes to our Web site, intended to
provide you with a better news
experience. We hope you’ll find that
washingtonpost.com now offers
more ways for you to engage with
and discuss our reporting and makes
it easier to find and respond to topics
that interest you.
Find more details on B5.

Obama seeks to be BMOC once more
White House initiatives try to revive enthusiasm students showed in ’08

BY PETER WALLSTEN

E arly last month, President
Obama addressed 1,000
people at Penn State about

his ideas for reviving the coun-
try’s economy. A couple of weeks
later, he delivered a similar ad-
dress to about 100 small-business
owners at Cleveland State Univer-
sity.

But it was what Obama did
offstage and away from the news
cameras at the schools, before
groups of about a dozen at a time,

that was perhaps more important
to his campaign for reelection.

At the universities — both of
which are in politically important
states — the president popped
unexpectedly into nondescript
campus conference rooms, sur-
prising small groups of students
who had responded to invitations
to meet with mid-level White
House aides.

“We are so interested in figur-
ing out how to get your ideas, your
input, your energy,” Obama told a
group of student leaders from
Cleveland State and nearby

schools. He shook each partici-
pant’s hand and posed for a group
photo.

Twenty months before Election
Day, and even before the presi-
dent officially opens his cam-
paign office, Obama and his
White House team are launching
a number of efforts to reconnect
with the young voters who were
among his most fervent support-
ers in 2008 — but who have
soured somewhat on the presi-
dent since.

youth vote continued on A4

As kids get bigger, car seat tests fall behind
Federal rules lag, partly
because crash dummies

don’t measure up

BY KATHERINE SHAVER

P arents who think their chil-
dren’s car seats and belt-po-
sitioning boosters are fully

covered by federal safety stan-
dards are assuming too much.

Seats for children who weigh
more than 65 pounds — a growing
part of the car seat market, partly
because of the increase in child-

hood obesity — are not held to any
government safety requirements.
Seats for smaller children and
infants are regulated only for
their effectiveness in front-end
collisions.

That’s because the National
Highway Traffic Safety Adminis-
tration has yet to develop a life-
like child crash test dummy that
can accurately ensure that seats
for heavier children provide the
protections promised.

Problems with developing
child dummies are also a key
reason why seats for all children
have no federal requirements for
effectiveness in side-impact, rear-

end and rollover collisions, car
seat experts said.

Parents are confronted with a
barrage of safety seat choices for
children of all sizes. More than
100 models for infants, toddlers
and older children are on the
market, according to Carseat-
Blog.com, which is written by
parents and car seat experts who
monitor the industry. Many par-
ents say they find little informa-
tion about seats beyond what
they cull from private testing or-
ganizations, such as Consumer
Reports magazine and the Insur-

boosters continued on A4

Japan struggles on many fronts
NUCLEAR CRISIS

A battle
to contain

the meltdowns

BY CHICO HARLAN

tokyo — Overwhelmed by a
still-growing catastrophe, Japa-
nese authorities struggled Mon-
day to reach buried survivors and
the missing, faced roadblocks in
delivering aid and raced to con-
tain an expanding nuclear emer-
gency.

Prime Minister Naoto Kan
called the crisis the country’s
toughest challenge since World
War II and said that decimated
towns along the northeastern
coastline were not yet getting the
food and supplies they needed.

A series of unstable nuclear
plants across the country threat-
ened to compound the nation’s
difficulties, which started with
Friday’s double-barreled disas-
ters: first an 8.9-magnitude
earthquake, then a tsunami. At
the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
plant, one containment building
housing an overheated reactor
had already exploded. A second
explosion, about noon local time
Monday, destroyed an outer
building at another of the plant’s
reactors.

With a government spokesman
saying that the units could be in
partial meltdown, an alarmed
public struggled to understand
the safety implications of trace
radiation leakage, even as the
government said that public safe-
ty was not in danger.

The economic toll of the disas-
ter was evident Monday as Japa-
nese stock markets fell more than
5 percent. The Nikkei index of
major Tokyo Stock Exchange
companies dropped sharply as
trading opened for the first full
day since the earthquake and
tsunami struck. Japan’s central
bank said it will put $183.8 billion
into money markets to stabilize
the financial system.

People here are frightened by
what they can’t see and shocked
by what they are seeing. Entire
towns have been swamped, and
the hardest-hit areas still don’t
have what they need, according to
those in shelters and those orga-
nizing relief efforts. There’s not

japan continued on A14

BY STEVEN MUFSON

A second explosion rocked Ja-
pan’s seaside Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear complex Monday, this
time destroying an outer building
at unit 3. But officials asserted
that the essential containment
structures of the 37-year-old reac-
tor survived intact.

Japanese officials had warned
over the weekend that an explo-
sion was possible as the plant’s
owner, Tokyo Electric Power,
fought to regain control of the
reactor, whose normal cooling
system was disrupted by Friday’s
earthquake and subsequent pow-
er outages.

Like the Saturday explosion at
unit 1, this blast took place after a
buildup of hydrogen was vented
by the reactor. The hydrogen was
produced by the exposure of the
reactor’s fuel rods and their zirco-
nium alloy casing to hot steam.

In normal conditions, the fuel
rods would be covered and cooled
by water.

The explosion occurred as To-
kyo Electric entered day four of its
battle against a cascade of failures
at its two Fukushima nuclear
complexes, using fire pumps to
inject tens of thousands of gallons
of seawater into two reactors to
contain partial meltdowns of ul-
tra-hot fuel rods.

The tactic produced high pres-
sures and vapors that the compa-
ny vented into its containment
structures and then into the air,
raising concerns about radioac-
tivity levels in the surrounding
area where people have already
been evacuated. The utility said

nuclear continued on A12
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A nuclear tragedy, but how big?
THE SCENE IN SENDAI

Tsunami leaves city cut in two

on washingtonpost.com

6
Live updates include
the latest news, photos

and video from Japan, including
eyewitness accounts from on
the ground.

6
An interactive graphic
tracks how the nuclear

disaster began and is unfolding,
with an up-to-the-minute status
report on the endangered reactors.

D Video report: A journalist
searches for signs of life in the

little fishing port of Minamisanriku
in Miyagi, Japan, which was all but
obliterated by the tsunami.

I Aerial photos shot before
the earthquake and

tsunami and right afterward
capture the scale of the
destruction in eastern Japan.

BY BRIAN VASTAG

The detection of the highly ra-
dioactive elements cesium-137
and iodine-131 outside the Fuku-
shima Daiichi nuclear plant her-
alds thebeginningofanecological
and human tragedy. The open
question is whether it will be lim-
ited, serious or catastrophic.

The two radioactive isotopes
can mean only one thing: Two or
moreof thereactorcoresarebadly
damaged and at least partially
melted down.

In the best case, operators will
pump enough seawater and other
coolants into the stricken reactor
cores to squelch overheating.

Such a success would prevent fur-
ther releases of radiation beyond
the unknown amount spewed
into the air by controlled venting
and the explosion of reactor con-
tainment buildings Saturday and
Monday.

In such a hoped-for scenario,
the only casualties would proba-
bly be the handful of plant work-
ers reported Sunday to be suffer-
ing from acute radiation sickness.
But there’s also the immense anxi-
ety triggered by the incident and
the toll of the subsequent evacua-
tion on nearby residents.

The consequences of the most
dire scenarios are much harder to

impact continued on A13

BY ANDREW HIGGINS

sendai, japan — In the center of
this city, the economic hub of
northern Japan, the traffic lights
and vending machines are still
working.

But the scene turns to chaos in
the east of Sendai, along the coast.
There, a dark cloud of smoke from
a still-raging fire wafted over a
wasteland of smashed houses,
garbageheapsanduprooted trees.

Cars crushed like tin cans —
tossed by the tsunami that thun-
dered across this part of Sendai on
Friday — lay scattered next to a
primary school, a clock on the
outside wall stuck at 2:47, the time

the quake struck. Inside, pictures
of grinning schoolchildren hung
on the wall. Blackbirds circled
over crumpled wooden houses
torn from their foundations.

As the sun rose Monday over
the devastation, sirens wailed and
waves from the sea that had
brought so much destruction
crashed to shore in the distance.

In the foundations of one van-
ished house, a hair dryer, a heater
and cooking pots peeked out from
a field of mud. A family whose
house was flattened returned
Monday to find a sodden photo
album but not much more.

Cranes on a seafront loading

scene continued on A13
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KYODO NEWS VIA REUTERS

In northeastern Japan, rescue workers recover a body in the coastal town of Rikuzentakata, in Iwate Prefecture, which was submerged by the
powerful tsunami that resulted from Friday’s 8.9-magnitude earthquake, the strongest ever recorded in the country.
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STYMIED

2nd reactor explodes;
stock markets plummet

Assessing damage
A graphic takes a look at the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power
plant and its reactors. A12
Photo of unit 3 after blast. A13

Markets plunge
Japanese stock markets fall 5
percent as the nation deals with
damage, power shortages. A9


